MuCH Waterloo Festival
MuCH 4 you

A new festival for you!
The launch of a new festival in the commune of Waterloo, the MuCH Waterloo Festival, in June 2017, reveals the Chapel’s
desire both to pursue the momentum initiated by the MuCH season and to root itself in the landscape of its home town, among
others through its choice of original concert venues that complete the Music Chapel itself: the church of St Joseph, the farm of
Mont-Saint-Jean, Les Ecuries and Bella Vita.
Held from 7 until 11 June 2017, the first edition of the MuCH Waterloo Festival will have as its theme “MuCH 4 you”, a pun on
the number four – in reference to a quartet, a four-handed recital, or a fourpart song, whether in music of course, but also in
literature, theatre or a combination of the visual arts. Lastly, “MuCH 4 you” states clearly that this festival is intended for you,
the public.
Four orchestras (Le Concert d’Anvers, the Royal Chamber Orchestra of Wallonia, the Namur Chamber Orchestra and the EstOuest Orchestra), four choirs (the Octopus choir and three young choirs attached to “community” projects) and more than
sixty soloists (including artists in residence, masters and prestigious guests) will come together to perform a series of concerts
of the highest level: the Artemis Quartet to open the festival, the complete piano quartets of Brahms and Fauré, Haydn’s
Creation, an evening centered around Frank Braley and Gary Hoffman, the Four Seasons of Vivaldi and Piazzolla, as well as
“Peter and the Wolf” told by Alex Vizorek. For this first edition, a special event on the site of the Chapel: a residency of the
Baladins du Miroir with their show “Le chant de la source” and especially, the festival’s patroness, the actress Natacha Régnier
on stage with the Sora Trio to form a quartet. It is the stuff of dreams!
The Much Waterloo Festival was initiated and is produced by the Music Chapel. In addition to backing from the Chapel’s
structural partners, the festival is more specifically supported by the Commune of Waterloo, the Province of Walloon Brabant
and the Wallonia-Brussels Federation.
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